.11], we extend these results to blocks of finite groups. In order to state and prove our results and to remain relatively self-contained, we follow the procedures of [1] in the Green Correspondent context. This is presented in Section 1. In Section 2 we present our main results. In Section 3 we give a very short proof of a theorem of H. Fitting for O-algebras that is essential in the proof of basic results of J. A. Green, [4, Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.10].
Preliminary results
Our notation and terminology are standard and tend to follow [3, 6, 8] . All rings have identities and are Noetherian and all modules over a ring are unitary and finitely generated left (right) modules.
Let R be a ring. Then R-mod will denote the abelian category of finitely generated left R-modules and mod-R will denote the abelian category of finitely generated right R-modules.
All categories and functors are additive. A subcategory will always be a full additive subcategory closed under finite direct sums and containing a zero object of the over category. If G is also a category and SW H ! G is a functor and X is a subcategory of H , then S X is the least full subcategory of G containing all finite direct sums of objects SX with X an object of X. If F is also a category and QW G ! F is a functor, then Q.SX/ D .QS /X.
By definition an object M of H divides a subcategory X of H if M is isomorphic to a direct summand of an object in X. A subcategory W of H divides X if every object of W divides X (written W j X).
Also, as above, if X is a subcategory of H , then H =X denotes the category whose objects are those of H with morphisms: if L and M are objects of H , then Hom .H =X/ .L; M / D Hom H .L; M /=X.L; M / where X.L; M / is the subgroup of Hom H .L; M / of morphisms in Hom H .L; M / that factor through an object of X. Thus H =X is an additive category.
Let G and H be (additive) categories and let SW H ! G and T W G ! H be functors.
Assume that˛is an adjunction from H to G . That is, for each object L of H and N of G , there is a group isomorphism D˛.L; N /W Hom G .SL; N / ! Hom H .L; T N / that is natural in L and N .
The following result is a key ingredient in what follows:
. Let H , G , S, T and˛be as above. Let Y be a subcategory of H and let X be a subcategory of G . Assume that S Y j X and T X j Y. Then S and T induce functors
and the adjunction˛induces an adjunction
For the remainder of this paper, let p be a prime integer, let G be a finite group and let .O; K; k D O=J.O// be a p-modular system for G (i.e., O is a complete discrete valuation ring with an algebraically closed residue field k D O=J.O/ of characteristic p).
We shall need the following result suggested by M. Linckelmann:
. Let H Ä G, let X; Y be OG-modules and let f 2 Hom OG .X; Y /. The following three conditions are equivalent: Let be a set of subgroups of G. Let X and Y be OG-modules. Let mod.G; / denote the full additive subcategory of OG-modules that are -projective.
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Thus mod.G; /.X; Y / is the subgroup of Hom OG .X; Y / of homorphisms in Hom OG .X; Y / that factor through an object of mod.G; /, as in [1] . Also, as in [4] Thus, let denote the set of subgroups of D, let
Let D and H denote the categories OD-mod and OH -mod, resp. Also, if Â , then mod.H; / will denote the full additive subcategory of H of modules that are -projective (i.e., the full category of H of all finite direct sums of indecomposable H -modules with a vertex in ). 
and we are done.
As is well-known (Frobenius Reciprocity):
There is an adjunction H from D to H such that: if L is an object in D and N is an object in H , then there is an (abelian) group isomorphism
LetˇN W S 0 T 0 N ! N denote the O-linear map such that s˝O y 7 ! sy for all s 2 S and y 2 N so thatˇN is an epimorphism in H .
by Lemma 1.4 (c), Proposition 1.1 implies Proof. We may assume that
Thus e f Dˇı ę and so, by Theorem 1.9, there is a module Z in mod.H; X/ and a u 2 Hom H .S 0 L; Z/ and a v 2 Hom H .Z; N / such that e f D v ı u. As
M .u/; we are done. Similar results hold for a module of H and X (resp. Y). 
.t˝O W / 
holds and we are done.
As above: Fact 1.14. There is an adjunction G from H to G such that if N is an object in H and M is an object in G , then there is an (abelian) group isomorphism
LetˇM W STM ! M denote the O-linear map such that t˝O m 7 ! tm for all t 2 T and m 2 M so thatˇM is an epimorphism in G . Let † be a functor from mod.G; /= mod.G; X/ to mod.H; /= mod.H; X/ such that †S is naturally equivalent to the identity functor I .mod.H;/=.mod.H;X/// and S † is naturally equivalent to the identity functor I .mod.G;/=.mod.G;X/// . Hence T S † is naturally equivalent to T and to e E †. Thus (c) follows and we are done.
Main results
We can now present our main results in Block Theory of Finite Group Modular Representation Theory.
Remark 2.1. Let B 2 Bl.OG/, let P be any subgroup of a defect group of B and let X be an indecomposable OP -module with vertex P . Then there is an indecomposable .OG/B-module V with vertex-source pair .P; X/ by [5, Corollary 1.8] .
Let R be a ring and V be a Noetherian (left) R-module. Also let ' 2 End R .V / be surjective. The ' is an automorphism (cf. [7, Chapter 1, Exercise 3] ).
Using this fact, the proof of [7, Chapter 5, Lemma 1.8 (Green-Tsushima)] yields the following extension of this result:
the orbits of G on K and let x i 2 C i , 1 Ä i Ä r. Also let V be an OG-module and let W be an indecomposable direct summand of Res
Using this extension, the proof of [7, Chapter 5, Theorem 3 .12] yields the following extension of this result: Clearlyˆinduces the additive functor ê from .B mod.G; //=.mod.G; X// to P .
Our main result is:
Theorem 2.7. The functor ê is an equivalence of categories.
The following lemma is a key ingredient to our proof of Theorem 2.7. Let V be an indecomposable module in B mod.G; / with a vertex A Ä D.
We claim that there is an f 2 Hom G . By Theorem 1.17 (c), there is an f 2 Hom G .V 1 ; V 2 / such that T .f / factors through a Y-projective module in H . HenceˇT .f / ˇf actors through a module inˇmod.H; Y/ for allˇ2 B. We conclude that ê is full and Theorem 2.7 is proved.
A proof of a theorem of H. Fitting for O-algebras
Let A be an O-algebra. Note that if .O/ ! U i ! V ! P ! .O/ is a short exact sequence in mod-A, P is a projective module and V is an indecomposable module in mod-A, then U D .O/ and is an isomorphism. Let e; f be indempotents of A. As is well-known (cf. [8, Proposition 5 .11]), left multiplication W eAf ! Hom A .fA; eA/ is an (additive) group isomorphism. Thus if e; f are primitive idempotents and a 2 A is such that .eaf / is surjective, then .eaf / is an isomorphism. Moreover, then eJ.A/ and fJ.A/ are the unique maximal sub-modules of eA; fA resp. in mod-A by [8, Proposition 5.1] .
Let 1 A D P j 2J e j be an orthogonal decomposition of primitive idempotent of A and let ‚ 2 A. Bibliography
